The event was covered in Indian media, including a feature on IBN/CNN’s World View (http://bit.ly/1eIOPET) featuring Amb. Aziz Khan interviewed by Suhasini Haidar (who was herself one of our participants), and in the Hindu (http://bit.ly/1elPwxF) in an article written by another participant, Jyoti Malhotra.

Pakistan, What Next?
Greater Kashmir (by Jyoti Malhotra)
24 September 2013

3-day Pugwash conference wrapped-up Kashmir Watch
ISLAMABAD – The 3-day Pugwash Kashmir conference concluded here with no joint communiqué, but delegates from Pakistan, AJK, IHK (Indian held Kashmir), ...

Pakistan has low expectations from New York talks
Meena Menon
The Hindu, 18 September

Pugwash Kashmir conference an eyewash, Pakistan Observer
Hameed Shafeen
http://pakobserver.net/detailnews.asp?id=218238

Pugwash Kashmir conference a failure, APHC
Date: 15 Sep 2013

Pugwash Kashmir conference an eyewash
Hameed Shafeen
Monday, September 16, 2013
Pakistan Obsever
http://pakobserver.net/detailnews.asp?id=218238
All set to hold 3-day Intra-Kashmir Conference  Pakistan Observer

“Seven years ago, in 2006, Pugwash held a similar conference in Islamabad involving participants from the entire political spectrum of both sides of the LoC.

Won't allow politicize LoC-trade: SCTU Greater Kashmir.com

The Union welcomes Lone’s participation in Pugwash Conference but we reject the statement wherein it was stated that Lone would highlight the issues of LoC ...
See all stories on this topic »

Asif Lone to raise LoC trade issues at Pugwash Conference Greater Kashmir.com

Srinagar, Sep 8: Chairman, Salamabad-Chakoti Traders’ Union, Asif Lone, has been invited to Pugwash Conference to be held in Islamabad this month. He will ...

See all stories on this topic »

Mirwaiz not yet issued passport Kashmir Watch

ISLAMABAD – The crucial 3-day Pugwash conference exclusively on Kashmir is to open here on September 15-17 with intensive in-house discussion on the ...
See all stories on this topic »

Mirwaiz to attend Pugwash moot on Kashmir Kashmir Watch

ISLAMABAD - The 59th Pugwash Conference for two day will begin here from ... The subject of the conference being participated by Kashmiri figures from both ...
See all stories on this topic »

Pugwash conference wastage of time: Yasin | Kashmir Observer

Srinagar: Stating that participation of Kashmiris in any dialogue process was a must Peoples Democratic Front (PDF) chairman and MLA Kul.
See all stories on this topic »

Pugwash conference to be held from Sept 15-17 in Islamabad Kashmir Media Service

Srinagar, August 30 (KMS): Pugwash Conference on Kashmir, which was earlier postponed, would now be held from September 15 to 17 at Islamabad in ...

Pugwash Secretary General, Paolo Cotta Ramusino, had visited occupied Kashmir in May this year to extend invitation to pro-freedom and pro-India leaders for ...

Pugwash Conference To Be Held From Sept 15 to 17 In Islamabad Kashmir Life

Pugwash Conference on Kashmir which was earlier postponed would now be held from September 15 to 17 at Islamabad in Pakistan, sources told KNS.
See all stories on this topic »

Zahoor Watali gets Pugwash invitation Greater Kashmir.com

Srinagar, Aug 29: Zahoor Ahmad Watali, a prominent Kashmiri businessman, has been invited to Pugwash conference on Kashmir scheduled to be held at ...
See all stories on this topic »
Pugwash Conference postponed to Sept 14

Srinagar, July 25: The Pugwash Conference, which was scheduled to be held in Pakistan capital from August 17-21, has been postponed and would now be... See all stories on this topic »

Pugwash Conference postponed

Srinagar, July 24: Pugwash Conference which was scheduled to be held from August 17 to August 21, 2013 at Islamabad in Pakistan has been postponed, ...

See all stories on this topic »

Geelani invited to Pugwash Conference in Pak - Kashmir Reader

Srinagar: Hurriyat Conference (G) chairman, Syed Ali Shah Geelani, has been invited to Pugwash Conference being held from August 18 to 20 in Islamabad, ...

kashmirreader.com/07132013-ND-geelani-invited-to-pugwash...

Geelani gets invitation to attend Pugwash Conference

Srinagar, July 12: Chairman Hurriyat (G) Syed Ali Geelani has been invited to attend Pugwash Conference being held in Islamabad Pakistan from August 18 ...

www.risingkashmir.in/.../geelani-gets-invitation-to-attend-pug...

J&K: Shun Seige Mentality - Analysis

Eurasia Review

The first is that from August 18-20, Italy based NGO Pugwash International is organizing a conference in Islamabad to revive its efforts to bring together ...

Geelani invited to Pugwash Conference in Pak - Kashmir News ...

Srinagar, July 12 (KNS): Hurriyat Conference (G) chairman Syed Ali Geelani has been invited to attend Pugwash Conference being held from July 18-20 in ...

www.knskashmir.com/newsdet.aspx?q=2861

Syed Ali Gilani invited to Pugwash conclave in Pakistan

Kashmir Media Service

Srinagar, July 13 (KMS): In occupied Kashmir, the veteran Kashmiri Hurriyet leader, Syed Ali Gilani has been invited to attend Pugwash Conference being held ...

Geelani invited to Pugwash conclave in Pakistan

GreaterKashmir.com

Srinagar, July 12: Hurriyat Conference (G) chairman Syed Ali Geelani has been invited to attend Pugwash Conference being held from July 18-20 in Islamabad, ...

Geelani invited to attend conference in Pakistan

Kashmir Watch

In a statement issued to GNS, the Hurriyat spokesperson said that Syed Ali Geelani has been invited by the organizers of Pugwash Conference scheduled to be ...

Geelani Invited To Pugwash Conference In Pak

Kashmir Life

Hurriyat Conference (G) chairman Syed Ali Geelani has been invited to attend Pugwash Conference
being held from July 18-20 in Islamabad, the capital of ...

**Pugwash conference to focus on progressive demilitarization**

**Rising Kashmir**
Srinagar, July 07: Pugwash Conference on Jammu and Kashmir is being held in Pakistan from 18-20 August and the organizers have formally extended invitation ...

**3-Day Pugwash Conference On JK Begins In Pakistan On August 18**

**Kashmir Life**
Pugwash Conference on Jammu and Kashmir is being held in Pakistan from August 18-20 and the organizers have formally extended invitation to various ...

**Pugwash invites Mirwaiz to 2-day moot to be held in Islamabad**

**Kashmir Media Service**
The letter of invitation sent to the APHC Chairman by Paolo Cotta Ramusino, Secretary General, Pugwash Conferences, reads that Pugwash is convening a ...

**Pugwash conclave on Kashmir from Aug 18**

**GreaterKashmir.com**
The letter of invitation sent to Mirwaiz by Paolo Cotta Ramusino, Secretary General, Pugwash Conferences reads that International Pugwash is convening a ...

**Pugwash conference: Unsolved Kashmir dispute de-sizes USA's global ...**

**Kashmir Watch**
ISLAMABAD – The international conflict resolver, Pugwash whose Kashmir conference was to be held here from June 18-20 will now take place on August 18-20, ...

**Pugwash Conference likely on August 18**

**GreaterKashmir.com**
Srinagar, May 25: Reviving its efforts to facilitate the resolution of Kashmir dispute, the global NGO, Pugwash is scheduled to hold a conference over Jammu ...